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SPECIAL ASSISTANCE
Optional extras include activation key, covers, 

caddies, signs, spinal board attachments and stability 

straps. Please note, installation is not included.

1.   The PAL2 includes all the great features of our original 

PAL pool lift, with a modernized look and durable matte 

finish.  It is a portable, free-standing pool lift that comes 

with the PAL Secure-It Kit so that it can be fixed to the 

deck.  Standard features include the LiftOperator® 

Intelligent Control (mounted on the mast), a 24-volt 

rechargeable battery, waterproof hand control, footrest 

and seatbelt assembly. 300 pound lifting capacity, and 

240 degree rotation. Powder-coated stainless steel and 

aluminum. 3rd party tested and verified ADA compliant.

 PE202000 PAL2 Lift

2.  Automatic 180° clockwise seat turn. Elevated Deck 

Clearance to allow for automatic pool covers or pool/spa 

combinations. Powered by Water Pressure, lifts up to 

350 LB. at 55-65 PSI while lifting or approx. 60 PSI static 

faucet pressure. 

 PE9180 Access Chair Lift

3.  Splashables is proud to present the Portable Aquatic 

Lift. The pool lift is a free-standing unit that requires no 

mounting to the deck surface. It features a mechanical 

actuator powered by a rechargeable battery.  

300lbs capacity with 240 degree rotation

 PE2500 PAL Portable Aquatic Lift

4.  A deck-mounted aquatic lift that can be used with existing 

sleeves. The unique design of the Splash! Keeps all 

swimming lanes clear when the unit is in place.  400 lbs 

capacity with 344 degree rotation. Call for further info.

 PE2550 Splash! Aquatic Lift

5.  The aXs2 is a low profile pool lift with compact designs 

that requires minimal deck space making it an ideal 

access solution for community and hospitality swimming 

pools.  This unit has integrated armrests with sturdy and 

generous rotomolded seat for comfort while providing 

300lbs lifting capacity with 360 degree rotation. Call for 

further information.

 PE2525 aXs2 Aquatic Lift

 PE5100  Splash! Mast and Seat Cover 

 

6.  This lift is capable of lifting 375 pounds and remains the 

highest weight capacity of any portable lift on the market. 

Features a specifically designed seat allowing for the 

easiest lateral transfer from most wheelchairs, giving full 

freedom of access to the individual. This lift is counter-

weighted using a sand ballast system.

 PE3700 Patriot Lift (weight capacity 375 lbs.)

7.  The Ranger is designed to be independently operated by 

the user, allowing the individual full control of the lift with 

an easy 2 button handset. It offers additional anchor set 

backs to accommodate a variety of pool deck situations. A 

reverse configuration is also available for individuals who 

need to transfer from the right instead of the left side.

 PE3800 Ranger Lift (weight capacity 350 lbs.)
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8.  Features an adjustable height seat pole, robust base and 

a stronger actuator. This pool lift will accommodate most 

existing anchors by utilizing adapter sleeves. Optional pull-

out leg rest may be used for greater clearance on raised 

pool and spa applications. The Scout 2 is a UL Certified, 

ADA Compliant pool lift designed for in-ground anchoring. 

It can rotate 360 degrees in either direction providing 

versatility and accessibility solutions.

 PE3900 Scout 2 Lift (weight capacity 375 lbs.)

 Additional Covers and Caddies for all the lifts are 

available. Please call to inquire.

 

9.  Mobile Aquatic Chairs (MAC) are essential for facilities 

utilizing a ramp, zero-depth entry or movable floor. The 

MAC is built specifically for use in aquatic environments 

with a powder coated stainless steel frame to resist 

corrosion and a swing away arm for easy transfer. The 

rigid roto-molded plastic seat aids in user transfer by 

providing a stable platform that can be used for transfer 

support. Front and rear stabilizer wheels eliminate the 

tendency of a chair to pitch forward or back while going 

down the ramp. 300 pound weight capacity. 18” wide seat.

 PEAC00 MAC - Mobile Aquatic Chair

10.  The AQ-350 full size aquatic wheelchair above has a 24” 

seat depth with a weight capacity of 350lbs and is ideal for 

tall adults to create a proper bent knee position.

 PE0350 Aquatrek 350

  The AQ-250PC aquatic wheelchair below has a reduced 

seat depth of 17” to create a posture correction and ideal 

for average height adults. The reduced seat depth creates 


